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Abstract

Visible and ultra-violet emission spectroscopy is a well established plasma

diagnostic technique extensively used in contemporary fusion experiments. Theoretical

plasma models are required to derive the relevant physical parameters. These models are

reviewed in the first part of this paper. They allow spectral line intensities and radiative

power losses to be calculated from the knowledge of the detailed atomic physics processes

occuring in the plasma. In tokamak plasma experiments, impurity contamination and

transport are important concerns. Basic spectroscopic methods used in their understanding

are described. They include the determination of impurity concentrations either by line
emission modelling (through the use of an impurity transport code), or by direct charge-

exchange recombination measurement. They also include the evaluation of neutral particle

fluxes at the plasma periphery. Finally, the experimental techniques used in the derivation

of impurity transport coefficients are reported.



I- INTRODUCTION

Spectroscopy is a traditional piasma diagnostic method. It has first been extensively

used in astrophysics, specially in studying the solar corona. With the development of

thermonuclear fusion research, interest in high temperature plasma spectroscopy has been

renewed. The ultimate object of spectroscopy is to study the plasma spectral emission and

interpret the observations in terms of the relevant plasma parameters. This interpretation

• requires the use of theoretical plasma models implying knowledge of detailed atomic physics

processes. In this respect fusion plasma spectroscopy has made a large profit of astro-

physical researchers' work, the theoretical models and a large atomic physics data base being

already available. Because its field covers a very wide wavelength range, plasma

spectroscopy is generally separated into three areas, each corresponding to a spectral domain

and an appropriate experimental technique : X-ray spectroscopy (1 -10 A, vacuum crystal

spectrometers), ultra-violet spectroscopy (10 - 2000 A, vacuum grating spectrometers) and

"visible" spectroscopy (2000 - 8000 A, non vacuum grating spectrometers). Nevertheless

this division is arbitrary except for the diversity of the techniques employed : the physical

processes generating radiation are the same in the three regions. However, the ultra-violet

remains the most studied area because it contains the resonance transitions of hydrogen and

deuterium (generally the base gas in thermonuclear plasmas) and of the common light

impurities contained in tokamak plasmas (carbon and oxygen).

This lecture is concerned with visible and ultra-violet emission spectroscopy. The

basic techniques and physical processes discussed in sections II. 1 and II.3 are common to

inertial confinement and magnetic confinement fusion plasmas. However, the particle

transport mechanism described in section n.2 is specific to tokamak plasma configurations,

and, in section III, only the applications to tokamak plasma diagnostics are reviewed.

Although it may be used to measure a large variety of plasma parameters (neutral hydrogen

or deuterium edge recycling, ion temperature, plasma rotation velocity ...), spectroscopy in

tokamaks remains first closely linked to the impurity problem. Ultra-violet spectroscopy is

the basic diagnostic to measure the plasma chemical composition and to study impurity

transport. The radiation losses contributing to the global plasma power balance may also be

evaluated from UV emission (see section II.3). The problem of impurity sources at the

plasma edge is probably both one of the most important (since it is the origin of the

contamination itself), and one of the most difficult to study quantitatively (because the

sources are necessarily local and so give rise to large asymmetries, and because the plasma

temperature and density in the edge are often poorly known). Visible spectroscopy, dealing

with neutral and low ionisation states, is extensively used to deduce the influxes of light

impurities as well as d. ,'rium at the plasma periphery. In contemporary experiments,

visible spectroscopy is also very often associated to charge-exchange recombination



measurements using neutral hydrogen beams to deduce the carbon and oxygen fully stripped

ion density profiles.

II- PLASMA MODELS FOR SPECTRQSCOPY

II. 1 - Charge state distribution

In this section we shall present the theoretical models which have been built to interpret

the observed spectra. Their object is to calculate the ion charge state distribution of an

impurity of nuclear charge Zn. This distribution depends on the plasma collisionality, that is

on its electron temperature and density. The models (except the LTE model) require the

knowledge of detailed atomic physics processes taking place in the plasma. Only a brief

survey of these processes will be given here, more detailed reviews on this subject being

available in the literature [1,2].

n.1.1 - Local thermodynamic equilibrium (LIE)

In the LTE model it is assumed that the distribution of population densities is

determined exclusively by particle collision processes, and that the latter take place with

sufficient rapidity that the distribution responds instantaneously to any change in the plasma

conditions [3]. All the radiation processes are negligible, and any collision process is

accompanied by its inverse according to the principle of detailed balance. For a Maxwellian

distribution of free electrons, the distribution of bound level population densities is given by

the Boltzmann and Saha equations :

I^ = ̂ exp(.Ez.p-EZ.q) (1)
nz,q (u? a 1 kTe / u'

where nz, p, nz, q, nz + i, i and nz, i are the population densities of various levels

designated by their ionic charge (Z and Z + 1), and quantum numbers (1 for the ground

state), toz. p represents the statistical weight of the designated level and EZ, p the energy of

level p related to the ground level of the ion Z. E-£"IS is the ionisation energy of the ion Z in

its ground level.



For an optically thin plasma, the spectral emissivity and line integrated brightness are

respectively given by :

, q - nZ, p (3)

(4)

Therefore in the LTE approximation, nz, p being calculated by (1) and (2), only the

energy levels and spontaneous decay probabilities have to be known to evaluate the spectral

line brightnesses.

A necessary condition for LTE to be satisfied is [1,3] :

(5)

(cnr3, eV). Note that for visible or UV transitions (Ez. p - EZ. q £ 1 eV), this criterion is

never fulfilled in present tokamak plasmas (ne S 5.1014 cnr3, kTe * a few keV).

n.1.2 - Corona model

Whereas the LTE model applies only to the high density limit, the corona model

describes a low density limit plasma. In this model there is a balance between collisional
ionization (excitation) and recombination (spontaneous decay) as shown in figure 1 :
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Figure 1 : Atomic physics processes included in the corona model.

Sz is the collisional ionization rate from the ion of charge Z to the ion of charge Z + 1,

the recombination rate from the ion Z + 1 to the ion Z. Two recombination processes are

generally included in the model : radiative recombination (o^+ j) and dielectronic



recombination (a£+ ,), the total recombination rate writing az+i = Oz + i +o^+l. The

excited levels of the ion Z (population density nz, p) are populated by collisional excitation

from the ground level (at the rate Ci i p) and depopulated by spontaneous radiative decay

(AP) q). Because the relaxation times for excitation and radiative decay are much shorter than

the relaxation times for ionisation and recombination, the excited levels are at each instant in

equilibrium with their ground level. Therefore the rate equations for the population of the

ground levels and the excited levels may be solved separately. A consequence of this model

is that, compared with the ground level, only negligible numbers of ions are in their excited

levels. The ion charge state distribution is given by the system of coupled equations :

-~jp = sz-i n e n z - 1 , 1 - (az + Sz) ne nz, i +az + i nenz + i, i (6)

2,
with HZ, i =• nz and ]£, Z nz = ne, nz being the total population density of the ion of

charge Z(nz = nz p).
p = i

The steady state solution of this system gives the relation between two neighbouring

ionization states :

_Sz_ (7)

The rate coefficients Sz, az + 1 and a^ j are generally calculated by semi-empirical

formulae. Note that we have neglected here charge-exchange recombination. Indeed it has

been shown that in most tokamak plasmas, the influence of charge-exchange recombination

with thermal neutrals is small ; however, this is not the case when using high power neutral

beams for additional heating, since they provide an important source of high energy neutral

particles.

The ionization and recombination coefficients depending on the electron temperature,

the solution of equations (7) is generally given as a function of Tc (az + i is also electron

density dependent, but this is a negligible effect at tokamak plasma densities). Figure 2

shows the fractional abundances fz = nz/Snz for oxygen and iron [4].

It must be pointed out that in tokamak plasmas, when the radial electron temperature

profile Te (r) is known, the fractional abundances may be plotted as well as a function of the

plasma minor radius r. Thus, the relevant quantities are the impurity density radial profiles

nz (r), and in the corona approximation they are entirely determined by Te (r).



Figure 2 : Fractional abundances at corona equilibrium for oxygen (a) and iron (b) [4].

In the approximation of the corona model, the steady-state population densities of the
excited levels are calculated by :

/p - i
Ap > j UZ.P (8)

As a consequence, and for an optically thin plasma, the emissivity of a spectral line is
given by :

/ P - I (9)



For most resonance transitions the branching ratio jpt \ = -———r- » 1, and :

^JJ

ep; j = Ci, p n« nz. i (10)

The corresponding line integrated brightness is given by equation (4).

As a conclusion on the corona model, it should be remembered that it is the model

almost exclusively used to describe impurity ionization in present tokamak plasma

conditions, at least when considering only the atomic physics aspect of the problem. Indeed,

impurities are generally not at corona equib'brium because of transport effects occuring in the

plasma.

II. 1.3- Collisional-radiative model

For intermediate plasma densities, low enough for radiation processes not to be

negligible compared to collision processes (< LTE), and high enough for excited levels to be

significantly populated (> corona model), the collisional-radiative model has to be used.

Laser-produced plasmas are typical of such conditions (1022 nr3 < rie < 1024 nr3,

Te « 1 keV)

The collisional-radiative (CR) model takes every collisional process into account :

excitation (rate coefficient Cp> q from level p to level q), desexcitation (Cq, p), ionization

(Sz, P from the excited level p of the ion of charge Z to the ground level of the ion (Z + 1)),

three-body recombination (Rz + i > p from the ground level of the ion (Z + 1) to the excited

level p of the ion of charge Z). The following radiative processes are also considered :

spontaneous decay (Api q), and radiative recombination (ct^ + ^p). Dielectronic

recombination (ttz+i.p) an^ charge-exchange recombination (ct^+j p) may also be
R D CXincorporated in the model. We shall write az +1. p = ccz + ti p + az +1, p + az +1, p. Extensive

reviews of the corresponding rate coefficients are available in references [1,2].

Every excited level population density is described by a detailed rate equation,

expressing the balance between processes populating and depopulating the level (we shall

consider here that ionization occurs from any excited level p of the ion Z to the ground level

of the ion (Z + 1), and inversely recombination occurs from the ground level of the ion

(Z + 1) to any excited level p of the ion Z) :



dnz,
p - 1

nz,p v /-i
dj—~ L Cq.pne

q = l

L q = p + i

_ q = l

p - 1

q = l

nZ.p

(ID

For the ground level nz, !• the rate equation writes :

i v c= 2. Sz. t ,qn e n z . i .q-
q= 1 q.2

(12)

There are as many equations as energy levels (ground levels + excited levels). It is

clearly impossible to solve such a system of equations. Fortunately, their number can be

limited. For quantum numbers larger than a certain value, LTE will apply. The system of

equations may then be solved numerically. The solution gives the charge-state distribution as

a function of temperature (since the rate coefficients generally depend on Te). Spectral line

brightnesses are then calculated from the known nz, p values (using equations (3) and (4)).

n.2 - Impurity transport

As mentioned above, the distribution of impurities in tokamak plasmas is not given by

corona equilibrium because of transport effects. Indeed, when taking this process into

account, the particle conservation equation writes, for every ionization state Z (1

where FZ is the radial impurity flux describing impurity transport across magnetic surfaces.

The radial ion density profiles nz (r) given by (13) are no more entirely determined by the

electron temperature profile (as in the corona model), but depend obviously on transport

fluxes : the ionisation degree obtained at a given temperature is always lower than at corona

equilibrium.



The major problem in the solution of system (13), apart from numerical problems, is

the expression to be used for the radial impurity flux TZ- This flux may be calculated by the

neo-classical transport theory. A great deal of work has been devoted to this subject [5].

However, calculations employing neo-classical expressions for the impurity ion fluxes very

often show that they cannot explain the experimental results. Generally speaking, these

simulations predict impurity accumulation towards the centre, which is not observed except

in very specific experiments. It is therefore customary to neglect the neo-classical terms and

•write the flux as :

(14)

where D is the diffusion coefficient and v a convection velocity, a is the limiter radius. D and

v may be chosen constant or parameterized functions of r. A "peaking parameter" is also

often used. It is defined by :

A separate equation is generally written for neutrals :

^ +divr0 = -S 0rwno (16)at

where the recombination term is neglected (justified by the edge plasma electron density and
temperature). The incoming flux of neutral atoms is simply described by :

ro = nnvo (17)

VQ being the neutral particle velocity when they enter the plasma.

II.2.1 - Analytic solutions

From equations (16) and (17), we find an exponential decay of the neutral density no

with a characteristic ionization length Xion [6] :

"•ion = S (18)
bulle

As a consequence, for r <, a - Xi0n, no approaches zero : all impurity atoms have been

ionized. Thus, summing system (13) over all ionization states (Z= 1 ... Zn) for r Sa -

A-ion gives :
Q



dt
(19)

where : nz and rz
Z = l Z=l

The steady-state solution of equation (19) gives the spatial distribution of the total
impurity density for r < a - Xi0n. and under the assumption that D and v are independent of

r :

' S£) (20)
a2 I

Figure 3 schematically shows the radial profiles obtained for no and n+. If the

convection velocity is equal to zero (or S = 0), the total impurity density profile is flat and :

(21)

showing that, in this case, the central impurity density depends only on the peripheral

parameters. When the convection velocity is non zero, depending on its direction, we get

either a further increase or a decrease of the impurity concentration towards the axis.

n.n0

. ̂  v>o

v=o

V<0

r=rn r=a

Xion

Figure 3 : Schematic spatial distribution of the total ionized impurity density n+ and the
neutral impurity density no as functions of the minor radius r in tokamaks [6].
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n.2.2 - Impurity transport code

Whereas, in a few simple cases, analytic solutions are readily obtained for the total

impurity density profile njmp (r), the detailed nz (r) profiles for every individual ionization

state may only be computed using an impurity transport code. Such a code calculates, in

cylindrical geometry, the solution of system (13) to which are added equations (14), (16)

and (17). Input parameters for the code are the electron density and temperature radial
profiles. The ionization and recombination rate coefficients S and a are functions of the

•radius r because of their electron temperature dependence.

Transport calculations can be performed for naturally occuring impurities at steady-

state or for deliberately injected impurities. So as to describe both situations, the boundary

condition for equation (16) at the last mesh radius r = a is written as :

z.
To (a, t) = rext (a, t) + R £ Tz (a, t) (22)

z-i

Thus, TO, the total neutral panicle flux density entering the plasma (describing the

impurity source), is set equal to the sum of an external flux density rext and a recycling flux

density (with a recycling coefficient R). When modelling the case of intrinsic impurities at
steady-state, rext is chosen equal to zero and R = 1. When modelling a laser-injection

experiment (see section II1.2), R = 0 and Fwt represents the injected impurity flux density.

Figure 4 shows, as a function of minor radius, the charge-state distribution obtained

for an oxygen impurity at steady-state. The Te (r) and ne (r) profiles are assumed to be

parabolic with Te (0) = 2 keV and n<* (0) = 4.1019 nr3. Incoming impurity atoms are ionized

to successively higher charge states as they penetrate progressively into the plasma, and

develop a characteristic shell structure clearly displayed in figure 4. The radial position of

each ionization shell depends on Te and transport properties. The transport parameters

chosen in this calculation are D = 1.0 m2/s and v = 4 m/s. The individual ionization state

profiles resulting from the inclusion of transport are considerably broader and lower in peak

density than pure corona equilibrium profiles.

The last step in the modelling procedure is to calculate spectral line emissivity radial

profiles and brightnesses. This is readily done, when knowing the charge state distribution,

by using the corona model approximation. The emissivity is given by equation (9), and the

line integral ' brightness is derived from (4).
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Figure 4 : Radial distributions of the total oxygen density no, and of every individual
charge-state ÎIQ* at steady-state. Transport parameters are D = 1.0 m2/s,
v = 4.0 m/s.

n.3 - Radiation losses

Knowing the ion charge state distribution (see sections II. 1 and II.2) the radiation

power loss may be evaluated. It is the sum of three components : the bremsstrahiung, line

and recombination power losses.

II.3.1 - Bremsstrahlun^radiation

This continuum radiation is due to collisions of free electrons with ions of charge Z.

The emitted power density is [7] :

P(
b
z)(W/cm3) = 1.53 10-32 ne nz Z

2
ff T'/2 (23)

where ZCQ- is the plasma effective charge defined by :

Z.
I Z'nz

(24)
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ïï.3.2 - Line radiation
The power density emitted as line radiation by the ion Z is [7] :

P|Z) (W/crrP) = 1 .6 10'19 ne nz £ Cti p Ep (25)

The summation extends over the most intense resonance transitions (p -» 1) of the ion

Z. Ep (eV) is the energy of the excited level p (measured from the ground level of the ion Z).

II.3.3 - Recombination radiation

a) Radiative recombination

The power density lost by radiative recombination is [7] :

HZ)(W/cm3) = 1.6 10-19 ne nz o| (4°.nt! i + e) (26)

where e is the average energy of the captured electron.

p) Dielectronic recombination

The power density lost by dielectronic recombination is [7] :

if )(W/cm3) = 1.6 10-19 ne nz £ o£ f(l%™ , + Ep) (27)
p

where the summation extends over all the doubly-excited levels of the ion (Z - 1).

y) Charge-exchange recombination

The power density lost by this process is [7] :

pg (W/cnP) = 1 .6 10-19 ne nz Q a^ E^ , (28)

where no is the density of neutrals.

The total radiation power loss by an element of total population density

z,

S "Zis:

z=o

13



Pi-.nu.pP-
z=o

(29)

p is called the radiative power loss function and P* . are the radiative power loss
nenz

coefficients.They have been tabulated for several elements of interest in tokamak and

astrophysical plasmas in reference [8].

Figure 5 : Radiative power loss functions p - -: for carbon and iron at corona

equilibrium as a function of electron temperature. PI = ]£ P, is the line
Z7?oradiation ; Pb is the bremsstrahlung radiation, Pr and Pj are losses associated

with radiative and dielectronic recombination, respectively.
Pt = P/ + Pb +• Pr + Pd is the total radiation power loss [4].

Figure 5 shows the radiative power loss function p as a function of electron

temperature for carbon and iron at coronal equilibrium. The different components of p are

shown : bremsstrahlung, line, recombination. The minimum at = 40 eV for carbon is due to

the fact that at this temperature most of the ions are in the C*+ state (He-like ions) which are

difficult to excite. The high values for Te - 10 cV are associated with the excitation of lines

of the ions up to C3+. The same shape is observed for iron.
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HI- DIAGNOSTICS FOR TOKAMAK PLASMAS

III. 1 - Jmpurity concentratjpns

The basic quantity to be determined is the radial profile of impurity ions nimp (r), or at

least the central value njmp (0) which will be used to evaluate the central plasma dilution Hfi.
n«

For light impurities (carbon and oxygen), which are fully stripped over a large fraction of the

plasma minor radius because of the high temperatures attained in present tokamak devices,

these profiles must be measured by charge-exchange recombination experiments (see

section III.4). However, although charge-exchange recombination is the most reliable

technique, another method is also frequently used. It consists of simply measuring the VUV

spectral line emission from partly ionized atoms and using an impurity transport code to

derive the total impurity density profile n^p (r). The experimental approach is described

below.

ID. 1.1 • Chord integrated measurements

22.82
wavelength (A)

28.04 32.97

200 pixel number

37.55 41.67

800 1000

Figure 6 : Chord integrated UV spectrum recorded on Tore-Supra. (Is - 2p transitions
of carbon and oxygen H-like and He-like ions).

An example of an UV spectrum obtained on Tore-Supra is shown in figure 6.

Emission is integrated along the spectrometer line-of-sight, here a central chord of the

plasma. Line brightnesses are given by equation (4) where integration is over the plasma



diameter. The spectral region observed in figure 6 (18 - 41 A) corresponds to the resonance

transitions of the H-Iike and He-like ions of carbon and oxygen. Highly ionised metals (Ni,

Fe, Cu) and chlorine are also sometimes present in tokamak plasmas. Their strongest and

most useful lines in the VUV spectral region lie between 150 and 300 A.

in. 1.2- Local emission

Brightness profiles, such as the CVI Lyman a line profile shown in figure 7, may be

constructed by recording spectra along several different chords through the plasma. A

special deconvolution method (Abel-inversion) is then applied in order to get the emission

originating from a well-defined local region.

Figure 7 a) Schematic layout of the spectrometer lines-of-sight for recording the line-
integrated brightness profile shown in figure 7b). h is the chord hight,

b) Normalized line-integrated brightness (Bi i (n)) and emissivity

, i (r)j profiles recorded on Tore-Supra for the CVI Lyman a line.

Knowing the emissiviry profile ej£q(r), and under the assumption of the corona

model, the corresponding ion density profile nz, i (r) is derived by :

<£ a (r) = Yo. a Ci. D n. nz. i (r) (9)
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HI. 1.3 - Total impurity density profils

An impurity transport code (see section II.2) has then to bemused to deduce the total

impurity density profile nimp (r) corresponding to the measured nz. [ (r). The transport

coefficients are obtained together with nimp (r) : they are adjusted in the calculations to

reproduce the experimental nz, i (r) profile.

A few remarks have here to be done :

i) Absolute line brightness measurements (ph cnr2 s-1 sr1) are necessary to know the

absolute value of njmp (r).

ii) If the transport coefficients are known a priori, nimp (r) is known as well, and only one

chord integrated absolute line brightness is necessary for calibration.

iii) This method makes the assumption that the emission of the spectral line used is

poloidally symmetric (it occurs in a poloidal shell). This assumption implies that the

studied emission does not originate from the plasma edge. Indeed, emission from the

edge is very often not poloidally and toroidally homogenous because of localized

sources. Moreover, the edge region is generally not described by impurity transport

codes which do not include parallel diffusion along magnetic field lines (the essential

transport process in the edge).

iv) Having determined the radial profiles nz, i (r) (Z = 1... Zjj) for every impurity species

present in the plasma, two other relevant quantities for fusion experiments are then

readily obtained : the effective charge radial profile Zeff (r) (see equation (24)), and the

total radiation power loss calculated as shown in section H.3.

IÏÏ.2 - Transport coefficients

Impurity transport in tokamaks is generally studied using the laser blow-off technique :

a thin film deposited on a glass substrate is illuminated from behind by a laser pulse and

material is ablated ; neutral atoms are produced and enter the plasma. The principal advantage

of this method is to control both the injection time and the injected quantity. The latter must

remain sufficiently low not to perturb the base plasma. The transport parameters are derived

from impurity transport code modelling (see section II.2) the time evolution of VUV line

emissions from the injected element.

17



Figure 8 shows the measured and calculated time evolutions of Ge XXII (226 A) and

Ge XXX (200 A) line brightnesses from laser-injected germanium in TFTR [9]. These lines

are typical respectively of peripheral and central ionization states. In the simulation, the
incoming flux of neutral particles at the plasma edge TO, describing the impurity source, is

assumed to be an instantaneous burst of monoenergetic impurity atoms at 3 eV. The impurity

flux density is given by equation (14). The diffusion coefficient D is assumed to be constant

as a function of minor radius, and the convecdve velocity is parameterized as :

(30)

where S is the peaking parameter (see equation (15)). D and S are adjusted to fit the data.

In the case of figure 8, the best fit is obtained for D = 1.3 m2 s'1 and S = 0.3.
Variations of the diffusion coefficient and the peaking parameter affect differently the
calculated rise and decay times of lines emitted by central ionization states such as Ge XXX :
increasing the diffusion coefficient (with a constant S value) decreases the rise time, while
increasing the peaking parameter (with a constant D value) increases the decay time.

1.0

5 0.5

0 O.I 0.2 0.3 0.«

TIME FROM INJECTION (•)

0 O.I 0.2 0.3 0.4
HUE FROM INJECTION (»)

0.5

Figure 8 : Measured and calculated time evolutions of Ge XXII and Ge XXX lines from
reference [9]. In the calculations, a diffusion coefficient D = 1.3 m2 s-1 and
a peaking parameter S = 0.3 were assumed.

Figure 8a) also clearly addresses the problem of modelling the peripheral line decay

time. Indeed, while the fit to the Ge XXX data is good, the measured decay time of the

Ge XXII line is significantly longer than the calculated value. This discrepancy is generally

thought to be due either to the use of inaccurate ionization and recombination rates, or to a

prolonged impurity source [10].
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III.3 - Doppler measurements

The Doppler line widths (AXw) and shifts (AXs) are given by :

and

X ~ c C O S (32)

where X is the central wavelength of the un shifted transition, M the atomic mass of the

considered element, and a the angle between the direction of the velocity V and the

spectrometer line-of-sight. Doppler spectroscopy derives from these two quantities the

plasma ion temperature Tj (supposed to be equal to the actually measured impurity ion

temperature TZ), and toroidal rotation velocity Q = Y (R being the plasma major radius).

Although they are theoretically straightforward, Doppler measurements present some

experimental difficulties due to the high spectral resolution required. Indeed, the

1
characteristics of tokamak plasmas are generally such that the spectral resolution -"- has to

AX
be larger than 104. It results that the visible wavelength region is the best suited for Doppler

measurements. The spectral lines used are either high quantum number transitions of carbon

and oxygen H-like or He-like ions, or resonance transitions of more peripheral less ionized

ions. However none of these lines gives a measurement of central plasma quantities (since

for light impurities, even the H-like ions exist only in the outer half or third of the plasma

minor radius). This difficulty is by-passed by combining Doppler measurements and charge-

exchange recombination measurements (see section m.4).

The VUV spectral region is only marginally used due to the inadequate spectral

resolution of grazing incidence spectrometers. Some work has nevertheless been performed

[II].
On the contrary the X-ray region (1 -10 A) using high resolution crystal spectrometers

is extensively used for Doppler measurements involving the resonance transitions of H-like

and He-like high Z impurities (Ni, Fe) [12],
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ni.4 - Charge-exchange measurements

Charge-exchange recombination spectroscopy (CXRS) has first been used to measure

the fully stripped light impurity radial density profiles [13]. More recently CXR

measurements associated to visible spectroscopy has proven to be a powerful technique to
obtain such quantities as ion temperature and toroidal rotation velocity. Active Balmer a

spectroscopy also holds high diagnostic potential.

CXRS makes use of an energetic neutral hydrogen or deuterium beam injected into the

plasma (CX reactions with thermal neutrals are generally negligible). The diagnostic is based

on the charge transfer reaction between the impurity nucleus A2- and the fast neutral H° :

(33)

The «combined H-like ion is left in a highly excited state. The line radiation emitted

during the successive radiative decay to the ground state is spectroscopically studied. The

energetic beam may be either the high power neutral beam for additional heating, or an

auxiliary beam which is then generally modulated to increase the contrast ratio of the

measurements. The geometry of the diagnostic is shown in figure 9 :

spectrometer
fries-of-sight

Figure 9 : Schematic layout of a typical CXRS diagnostic.

"Hie CX emission originates from a well localized plasma region (intersection of the

beam and the spectrometer lines-of-sight). Hence the measurements are naturally local, and

do not require any Abel-inversion.
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III.4.1 - Q8+.and Ç6* radial density profiles

Figure 10 shows the O8* and C6* radial density profiles obtained in TFR [13] from
CXRS. The studied emissions were the Ha (n = 3 - 2) transitions of OVin (102 A) and CVI

(182 A). The upper level of the transition being populated by CXR, the line emissivity is
given by :

(34)

where n^ (r) is the beam neutral density, and the charge-exchange recombination coefficient
az.. 3 includes radiative cascades to n = 3 level.

Therefore, an absolute intensity measurement of the 3 - 2 line radiation, together with

the knowledge of beam attenuation in the base plasma, allows the recombining ion densities

to be evaluated.

o s 10 is 20 o

Figure 10 : Density profiles nz (r) of fully ionized O8* (a) and C6* (b) ions
obtained in TFR [13]. Full squares : experimental points ; thick
solid lines : experimental profiles. Also shown are the computed
profiles from an impurity transport code. Dashed line :
D = 0.4 m2 s"1, S = 2 ; dash-dotted line : D = 0.4 m2 s'1, S = 1.

The same measurements are also performed in the visible wavelength region [14],

transitions between higher quantum numbers being then used (n = 8-7 for CVI, and n = 9-8

orlO-9forOVIII).

IH.4.2 - Ion temperature and toroidal rotation velocity

Ion temperature and toroidal rotation velocity radial profiles are obtained from the

Doppler effect on lines emitted by the recombined A^z>' ')* ion. Transitions in the visible
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range are extensively used. Figure 11 shows the results obtained in JET [15] from analysis

of the 8-7 transition of CVI at 5290.5 A.

24 2.8 10 3.2 3.4 16 3» 40
Major Radius (m)

b
c.

Shot 16665
• 12.6s

-H H o 13.0s

25 24 ao 12 3.4 3.6 08 4fl
Major Radius (m)

Figure 11 : Ion temperature (a) and angular velocity (b) profiles obtained in JET from
CXRS. Te profile is also shown in (a). 12 s, 12.6 s : H-mode, 13.0 s :
L-mode.(adapted from reference [15]).

in.4.3 - Active Balmer a spectroscopy
The spectrum in the vicinity of deuterium Balmer a (6560 A) during neutral beam

injection has been thoroughly studied in JET [16, 17]. Emission is due to the charge-

exchange reactions between the bulk plasma deuterons and the neutral beam :

Dfplasma) asma) + D* (35)

(the same as (33) but for deuterium instead of impurities). An example of such a spectrum is

shown in figure 12. The complex spectral structure is associated with a combination of

plasma deuterium and neutral beam deuterium emission :

A : cold plasma edge feature.
B : plasma deuterium charge-exchange induced emission.

Ci : Doppler shifted emission from the deuterium in the beam (full energy

beam fraction).

C2 and C3 : half and third energy fraction.
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Figure 12 : Spectrum in the vicinity of deuterium Balmer a with the neutral beams active
[16].

caused by the cross-field motion of the beam particles. Analysis of feature B in the way

described in sections Ul.4. 1 and III.4.2 gives a measurement of the deuterons temperature

and density, as well as the toroidal rotation velocity. Analysis of feature C is a measure of

the plasma effective charge (intensity ratio IC/IB). and poloidal magnetic field (wavelength

splitting of the Stark components).

ITJ.5 - ffeutral flux measurements

Impurity (and deuterium) fluxes into tokamak plasmas can be measured

spectroscopically using visible emissions from neutral and low ionisation states (Z £ 2). The

main difficulty arising when interpreting these emissions is that, unlike higher ionisation

states, low states have large poloidal and toroidal asymmetries, with their intensity highest at

the point of origin. They thus can be used to establish the source of contamination.

The neutral particles entering the plasma are ionised in a narrow region at the plasma

periphery. Under the condition of negligible recombination, the local flux density entering

the plasma is given by [18] :

= 47C
Ci.pYp.1

Bp.q (36)

where Bp, q is the absolute brightness of the observed spectral line (integrated along the

spectrometer line-of-sight). SQ and Q, p are the ionisation and excitation rate coefficients
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(see section II. 1 for more details on the notations). yp)q is the branching ratio of the

Observed transition. The ratio ̂ - is the number of ionisation events per emitted photon. It

has been calculated by Behringer [18, 19] for several impurity lines used routinely on JET

(see figure 13). It must be pointed out that, for these carbon and oxygen lines, - - is highly

sensitive to the electron temperature value. Therefore, an approximate knowledge of the
plasma edge temperature is required for the analysis.

so no 100
Electron Mmptralw» («V)

Figure 13 : Ionisation events per photon for some impurity lines used for flux
measurements in JET as a function of Te [18].

Measurement of the deuterium flux entering the plasma is also made using equation

(36) and the Ha (6560 A) absolute line brightness. The ratio ?- for this line is given in

figure 13 as well. The point here is that, for Ha emission, -- has a constant value close
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to 10. This measurement of the incoming neutral deuterium flux is extensively used in all
tokamak devices to deduce the particle confinement time tp defined by :

tp=& (37)
r

where N is the total deuterium particle content of the plasma and F the total outflux of

deuterium ions. N is generally obtained from microwave measurements of ne (r). The neutral
influx is measured by Ha emission, and the outflux is generally given by the Langmuir

probe technique. In most tokamaks it is found that Ffo » Fout, and values of Tp by Ha or by

Langmuir probes give agreement to within experimental errors (about a factor of two) [20].

IV- CONCLUSION

In this paper we have shown how visible and ultra-violet emission spectroscopy is

routinely used as a powerful plasma diagnostic method. The theoretical models required for

interpreting the data in terms of physical parameters have been described. They are build

upon the knowledge of detailed atomic physics processes occuring in the plasma. The

corona model is the best suited to calculate impurity ionization equilibrium in tokamak

plasmas as far as transport is not included. Transport effects result in a new ionization

equilibrium in which lower impurity charge-states are achieved,

A few basic measurements specific to tokamak plasma experiments hav~ th'.. ocea

presented : they give a short survey of the various parameters possibly derived from

spectroscopic observations. Nevertheless spectroscopic measurements first play a great part

in the understanding of two physical topics which are essential for the next generation of

tokamaks : impurity contamination and transport. The experimental procedures used to

obtain impurity concentrations and neutral particle fluxes at the plasma periphery, as well as

impurity transport coefficients have been described.
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